
ASSURANCE OF ROAD TRAFFIC SAFETY AND FLUIDITY

Paragraph 1 of Article 14 of the Law Decree n.285 dated April 30th, 1992 (Road Traffic Regulation, 
reformed with Law n.120 dated  July 29th, 2010) establishes that: “The  owning bodies of the roads, in 
order to ensure road traffic safety and fluidity, provide for: a) maintenance, control and cleaning of 
the roads, including their appurtenances and accessories, equipment, installations and services; b) 
technical control of roads efficiency, including efficiency of their appurtenances; c) placing and main-
tenance of prescribed road signs”.

Roads maintenance and cleaning include also snow and ice clearance.
“The inobservance of […]the obligations imposed to the owning body of the road (detailed above) is san-
ctioned by ex-article 2051 of the Civil Code, ascribing the responsibility of  checks absence exclusively to 
the institutional body being in the condition  to control all risks inherent to the asset (guardian and/or ow-
ner), in order to avoid the occurrence of damages. The owning body of the road, to avoid this responsibility, 
must prove that the harmful act is due to  merely “ unforeseeable circumstances”, being totally unpredicta-
ble and unavoidable.
In practice, it is necessary to verify the chargeability of  the owning body intervention, within its safeguar-
ding tasks, aimed to remove a dangerous situation or, at least, to report it in the period of time between 
the happening of the dangerous situation and the harmful damage, in order to demonstrate that the said 
damage is exclusively due to unforeseeable circumstances.
The unforeseeable circumstances are inexistent when it is clear  that the guardian could choose to take use-
ful actions to prevent, avoid or even limit the insurgence of a dangerous/harmful situation; in fact, the timely 
and diligent execution of the surveillance duty imposed to the guardian/owning body of the road, imposes 
to the same the obligation to verify if the road, both for its intrinsic dynamism and for the eventual influence 
of external agents, integrates or not the conditions necessary to effectively harm third parties.
The Court has confirmed that the continuous control of the State assets conditions is one of the (institutio-
nal) obligations of ordinary maintenance, that the owning body cannot opt out”.
(quote from dott. Massavelli Marco ).

Not only roads are affected by cold winter weather, even the companies yards and catwalks can suf-
fer cold snaps. Statistics and analysis from a variety of sources reveal that in the European countries 
the biggest number of accidents in all sectors, from heavy industry to office job, are due to slippages, 
stumbles and falls, that are the cause of nearly 24% of the total accidents.
The causes are almost always the same: bad maintenance of the floor and  presence of obstacles in the case 
of stumble,  wet surfaces and ice for slippage. 


